
Meeting 4. december 2018

1. How to do in Genvägen in a smart way so the animals with lowest NTM 

in the herd get beefsemen. Not just the lowest in the group your working 

with that time/Lotta

2. Sensetivity analysis look at it again/Lotta

3. Sensetimeanalyse / Jehan

4. Robins work / Robin and Jehan

5. A few comments / Jehan
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50%
-17
-129
201
-631
-576
-10
-496
-34
-281
-821
245

Kvigor -20%

• Der sælges 47 færre kvier

• Deres pris var 15.000 kr.

• Og ved -20% er deres pris kun 12.000 kr.

• Tabt penge fra kvier er 3000 kr. mindre for hver 

kvie: 47 x 3.000 = 140.000 kr. mindre tab 
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Ins% +20%
Dr%  +5% -1

cycle

SenseTime

Few metabolic diseases

Very high ins%



Sjukdomar Uden SenseTime Med SenseTime

Kalvningsförlamning Yield 1.5% reduktion 0.6%

Death/Culling 13% risiko for død 1%

Mastitis Yield 7.5% 5%

Death/Culling 8% 3%

Livmoderinflam. Yield 2% 0.5%

Fertility 25% lavere chance for conception 12%

Acetonemi Yield 2% 0.5%

Fertility 70% 35%

Löpmagsförskjutning Yield 4% 0.5%

Death/Culling 20% 3%

Klov og bensjukdomar Yield 4% 2%

Death/Culling 8% 4%

Dödfödslar Risk 6% (herd specific) 3% (risk / 2)



Annette’s herd



New Herd, av. repro

Annette’s

New Herd, av. repro

Invest. Belopp SenseTime: 
61 kor * 1200 kr. = 72.000 << 136.000





Ida’s herd
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TB / X-kalv, hun

TB / X-kalv, han

TB / HF-kalv, han

Pris Kvigor
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Hjælp



TB / X-kalv, hun

TB / X-kalv, han

TB / HF-kalv, han

Pris Kvigor

2000

2800

2000

10000

Hjælp

https://tinyurl.com/y6uyn3p3
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Be careful with your herd specific values!

Be sure to include all periods for mortality
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Be careful with your herd specific values!

Be sure to include all periods for mortality

Repro: correct level and definition?
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Don’t give (wrongfull) credit to the bulls with bad health traits
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Be careful with your herd specific values!

Don’t give (wrongfull) credit to the bulls with bad health traits.

VR Hiphop has low breeding values for Health therefore the bull has a relatively high value in a healthy herd. 
But is the herd really healthy? Are the values for ”Din besättning” correct)






